Let R be a prime Krull ring (see Section 1 for the appropriate definitions) and M a torsion-less right R-module of finite rank. The main aim of this paper is to prove a non-commutative version of Bourbaki's theorem:
KRULL RINGS
In this section, we give the basic definitions and some easy results that we need concerning Krull rings. Most of these results are variants of ones from [l] and [a] , and the reader may like to refer to those papers for a more detailed discussion of Krull rings.
Let R be a prime Goldie ring with simple Artinian quotient ring Q(R). Given a right (or left) R-module A4, set M* = Hom(M, R). There is a natural homomorphism from A4 to A4** and we call M torsion-less (respectively, reflexive) if this homomorphism is injective (respectively, an isomorphism). Note that A4 is torsion-less if and only if it can be embedded in a free module. If M is an essential right (left) ideal of R, then we will identify M* with {f~ Q(R):fM': R), respectively, {f~ Q(R): Mfg R). A right ideal Z of R is called closed if I= {x E R: xJ c Z for some right ideal J with J* = R}. Finally, R is called a prime Krull ring if R is a maximal order in Q(R) and has ACC both on closed right ideals and on closed left ideals. It is easy to see that reflexive right ideals are closed and so, in particular, a Krull ring has ACC on reflexive right ideals. Given an ideal I of a ring R write %(I) for the elements of R that are regular mod I. Throughout this section R will denote a prime KruN ring. ProojI This is immediate from the fact that reflexive submodules of Ra -' satisfy ACC. See, for example, the proof of [2, Proposition 4.1.11.
It is not clear whether this result can be generalised to show that the lattice of closed right ideals has Krull dimension one-indeed, this is precisely the condition K dim, R = 1 that was mentioned in the introduction. Thus (in contrast to Chamarie's proof) we must be careful to use reflexive as opposed to closed, right ideals. LEMMA 1.2. Let M be a torsion-less right R-module of finite uniform dimension and V some Ore set of regular elements of R. Then, for any 0 E Hom(M,, R,), there exists c E V such that ctl E M*.
Proof
Clearly M embeds in a free R-module of finite rank, say, Mc R("). Since R has ACC on reflexive submodules, so does R'"'. Thus M** = (C; m,R)** for some miE M. Pick c E %? and tiE R such that O(mi) = c-'ti for each i. Then c&C; m,R) E R, which forces c&M**) c R, as required. (i) P**J** C_ I and so P= P**.
(ii) IfJ** is minimal among reflexive ieft ideals that strictly contain I, then P is a prime ideal.
Remark. Since R is a maximal order, {f E Q(R): fP E R} = {g E-Q(R): Pgz R}. Thus, P* is well delined in the sense that it is the same whether P is viewed as a right or left ideal of R.
Proof: (i) Since PJ(PJ)* E R, the above remark implies that J(PJ)*Pc_ R. Thus (PJ)*Ps J* = (J**)* and J**(PJ)*Ps R. Repeating these two steps gives PJ**(PJ)* c R and P**J**(PJ)* E R. Thus, P**J"* E (PJ)** G I** = 1, as required.
(ii) Suppose that ABE P for two ideals A and B. Then, by (i), A(Z + BJ)* * E I. If BJ C& 1, then the minimality of J* * ensures that (I+ B-J)** = J**. Thus AJ** c I and A & P, as required. LEMMA 1.5. Let P be a non-zero, reflexive prime ideal qf R and CL E 'S(P).
Then (P + RX)* = R.
Proof. By replacing c( by c1 +p for some p E P, we may assume that tl is regular [ 7, Proposition 2.41. Let q E (P + Ra)*. Then, q E (RN)* = tl~ 'R; say, q = a-'g for some gtz R. Now qE P* and so qP& R. Since as%'(P), aR n P = aP. Thus gP E aR n P = aP. Therefore, qP = a 'gP c P. Finally, since R is a maximal order, this says that q E R, as required.
GENERATING REGULAR ELEMENTS
Let M be a module over a prime Goldie ring S, with quotient ring Q(S). Define the Goldie rank of M by rk,(M) = udim M @ Q(S). Equivalently, rk(M) is the uniform dimension of M modulo its torsion submodule. The subscript will be dropped whenever there is no confusion. Given a prime ideal P of S, with S/P Goldie, set rk(M, P) = rk,,(M/MP).
Finally, given a left ideal I of S, we set h(1, P) = rk(l+ P/P, P) or, equivalently, h(Z, P) = rk(S/P) -rk(S/I, P).
Suppose that S is now a prime Krull ring, and A4 is a torsion-less right S-module of finite rank. The aim of this section is to find CL EM such that the numbers rk(M/ctS, P), as P runs through the reflexive prime ideals of S, are as small as possible. Note that, by Lemma 1.3, each P is a localisable ideal of S (and so S/P is Goldie). Thus in calculating rk(M, P), one can freely localise at P; that is, rk(M, P) = rk(M,, Pp). We will use this observation frequently, and usually without comment. In particular, since S, is a matrix ring over a domain, rk(S/P)/rk(S) is an integer, which we will denote by tp. Finally, we write 9 for the set of reflexive prime ideals of S. 
Remark. This is a variant on a number of results from the literature. In particular, if b = 1 the result is well known.
ProoJ: We first observe that, by the argument used in [7, Proposition 2.41, it suffices to prove the result for just one prime, say, Q. By passing to S/Q we may assume that Q = 0.
Pick AES such that rk(X+ (a, + a,Ab) S) is as large as possible, and replace a, by a, +a,Ib. We assume that rk(X+ a, S) < min{rk(X+ a, S+ a,S), rk(X) + rk(bS)}, (2) as otherwise the result is proven. Pick YE S such that a,fe X but rkfS is as large as possible. Thus, by (2), rk(fS) = rk S -rk(a, S + X/X) > rk S-rk(bS).
In particular, bf#O. Now by (2), again, X+ a, S is not essential in X+ a, S + a,S. Thus, there exists a cyclic, uniform submodule, say, a2 tS of a2 S, such that a2 tS n (X + a, S) = 0. Since S is prime and Y torsion-free, there exists r E S with a2 trbf # 0. Now consider K= X+ (a, + a2 trb) S. Then Kz (a, + a, trb) fS + X = a2 trbfS + X2 a, trbfS # 0.
Thus, K contains an essential submodule of a,tS and hence of X+ a, S + a2 tS. This contradicts the maximality of rk(X+ a, S) and completes the proof.
In the next lemma we collect various facts about PIR's that will prove useful. Most of these are well known, but by the comments at the beginning of this section, they also give information about arbitrary prime Krull rings. LEMMA 2.2. Let N c M be torsion-less right modules of finite rank over a semilocal, prime PIR S. Then:
(i) Up to isomorphism there exists a unique uniform projective Smodule, say, B = bS, and MN B'"' for some integer n.
(ii) rk(M, P) = t,rk(M) for each prime ideal P of S. Furthermore, rk(N + MPJMP, P) < t,rk(N) with equality for all P tf and only tf MJN is torsion-free.
(iii) The exists 1+5~Horn(B, S) such that rk(S&b), P) = t, for each prime ideal P of S. for each prime ideal P. Note that, as r-ann a2 r-ann b, aS is actually uniform. By (ii) (with N replaced by US) this implies that aS is a direct summand of M. The other direction is trivial. LEMMA 2.3. Let I be a right ideal of a KruN ring R. Then h(I, P) = t, rk(I) for all but finitely many reflexive prime ideals P of R.
Proof
Pick a right ideal K of R such that In K = 0 but I+ K is essential. By [I, Proposition 1.8b], there exist prime ideals PI,..., P,, of R such that (I+ K) n V(P) # Qr for each PE 9\{ P, ,..., Pn}. Equivalently, h(Z+ K, P) = rk(R/P) = t,rk(R). Now, Lemma 2.2(ii) says that h(Z, P) < t,rk I and h(K, P) < t,rk K. Combining these facts gives h(Z, P)= t,rk I (and h(K, P) = t,rk K) for each reflexive prime ideal P E P\(P, >..., p,,}.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section, for which we need the following notation. Let M be a module over a ring S. Remark. If M= N and R is a domain, then our hypotheses say that rk Ma 2 rk R, and the result is known; see, for example, 121. However, in order to prove Bourbaki's Theorem for prime Krull rings, it is the case rk R < rk M < 2 rk R that is important and this is rather more subtle. The case where N # M will have some amusing consequences, but is not needed for the proof of Bourbaki's Theorem. (We note that the case s = 1 does hold. Let a be any non-zero element of N and 8 any element of M* such that e(a) #O but rk(Ker (3) = rk M-1. It is readily checked that these elements satisfy (a), (b), (c). Alternatively, one could begin the induction at s = 0.)
In order to prove the proposition, we suppose that a E N satisfies (a), (b) and (c), and show how to modify a so that it satisfies these conditions with s replaced by s + 1. We begin by noting some consequences of these conditions. First, M/K is torsion-free. For, if m E M and c E g(0) satisfy mc E K, then 0,(m) c = 0 for each i, whence e,(m) = 0 and m E K. Thus, by Lemma 2.2(ii), rk(K+ MP/MP, P) = t,(rk K) for each PE 9. Thus condition (c) implies (d) rk(NnK)brkN-s>r-s.
(e) rk(Nn K + MP/MP, P) > (r -s) t,, for all P E 9. Secondly, by Lemma 2.3, I/ also satisfies:
(f) There exist reflexive, non-zero prime ideals P, ,..., P, of R such that h( V, P) > minfrk R/P, St,} for all P E 9\{ P, ,..., Pm}.
Let T= P, n ... n P,,. By Lemma 1.2, T is localisable and R, is a PIR. Note that the non-zero prime ideals of R, are just the P,R,. By condition 
BOURBAKI'S THEOREM AND OTHER APPLICATIONS
The main aim of this section is to prove the theorem of the introduction. This will be an easy corollary of the following result. Remark. If one is just interested in Bourbaki's Theorem, then the submodule N can be ignored.
Proof. Throughout the proof O(x), for XEM, will denote O,,,(x). By Proposition 2.4, there exists cx E N such that h(O(a), P) = rk R/P, for all PE 9 (including P = 0). In particular, there exists 13 EM* such that e(a) E V(0). By Lemma 2.3, pick non-zero, reflexive prime ideals P, ,..., P, such that e(oz)~V(P) for all PE~\{P,,... (In other words, for each i, K, is minimal among reflexive left ideals that strictly contain K,, , .) The proof of the theorem will be by induction on this chain: SUBLEMMA 3.2. Let 0 6 r 6 n be an integer. Then there exists 1 E R such that {K,+O(a+pl)}*=R.
Observe that the sublemma proves the theorem. For, take r =n. Then {K,+O(a+pQ)**=R for some A E R. However, as BE Ker 8, RB(cl +,&I)** = K,,. Thus O(a +&I)** = R, as required. as required.
Chamarie in [2] shows that Bourbaki's theorem follows easily from his version of Theorem 3.1. Using the same proof, we obtain: where the final inequality comes from Lemma 2.2(ii). So we may imply induction to find a free submodule F of N such that N/F is isomorphic to a --. right ideal of R, and M/F IS torsion-less. Finally, as aR N R, the inverse image F of F in N is still free. And the proof is complete. 
2(ii).)
The next corollary shows why we have been interested in the submodule N in the earlier results. COROLLARY 3.5. Let R be a prime Krull ring with no reflexive ideals (apart from zero), and let T be a finitely generated, torsion right R-module. Then T-J/I where I c J are uniform right ideals of R.
Proof
Write T= A/B for some finitely generated, free right R-module A and some Bc A. Let K be a uniform right ideal of R. Then T 2: A @ K/B @ K. Clearly, rk(A 0 K) = rk( B @ K). Thus, by Theorem 3.3, there exists a free submodule F of B@ K such that (B@ K)/F2: I is a right ideal of R and J= (A 0 K)/F is torsion-less. A dimension count shows that Z-and therefore J-is uniform, as required.
It is clear that Corollary 3.5 fails when R has reflexive prime ideals. For, if P is a reflexive, nonzero, prime ideal of R, then R/P@ R/P cannot be realised as a subfactor of R (use Lemma 1.3). However, this is really the only counterexample, since Corollary 3.5 easily generalises to give: COROLLARY 3.6. Let R be a prime Krull ring and T a finitely generated torsion right R-module, such that rk( T, P) = 0 for all P E 8. (For example, take T = (R/Q)'"' for any non-reflexive, prime ideal Q of R.) Then TN J/I for some reflexive right ideals IC J of R.
The proof of Corollary 3.6 is left to the reader, but we note the following amusing consequence. COROLLARY 3.1. Let R be a prime Krull ring. Suppose that there exists a uniform bound on the number of generators of one-sided ideals of R. Then R is a (Noetherian) Asano order. The converse holds if R has finite (Rentschler-Gabriel) Krull dimension.
Proof. Suppose that such a bound exists. By Corollary 3.6, R is a Noetherian Krull ring in which every prime ideal is reflexive. Thus, every prime ideal is maximal. If P is a prime ideal of R, it follows that P*P 2 P (use, for example, Lemma 1.3) and therefore that P*P = R. So every prime ideal is invertible. An easy induction shows that every non-zero ideal is invertible, which is equivalent to R being an Asano order [S, Proposition 2.11. The converse is [6, Theorem 5.43.
There are several further results in [2] , which are proved under the restriction K dim, R = 1, that can be proved in general using the methods of this paper. For example: PROPOSITION 3.8. Let I be a right ideal of a Krull ring R and J an essential submodule of I. Then there exists y E Z such that Z** = (J+ yR)**.
The proof of Proposition 3.8 is left to the reader, since it is a case of redoing the proof of [2, Corollaire 4.2.51 inside the category of R-modules, and is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
